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MY NAME IS EVELYN FIELDER. IM AN INTERVIEWER WITH THE

HOLOCAUST CENTER NORTHERN CALIFORNIA HOLOCAUST CENTER

IN SAN FRANCISCO. HAVE WITH ME TODAY JACOB HARARI.

IT IS MAY THE 1ST 1990.

WELCOME TO THE PROGRAM JACOB.

10 Thank you.

11 TELL ME WHERE WERE YOU BORN

12 was born in town which was Poland and it was called

13 via jee mee ish. Today its in the Soviet Union. The

14 Russian name is yb dee mar and the Yiddish name

15 was Ludmir.

16 WHEN WERE YOU BORN

17 1932

18 AND YOUR PARENTS HAD LIVED IN THIS PLACE FOR LONG TIME

19 Yes. My parents lived there. My father was from that town.

20 and my mother was from small town about 25 miles away.

21 WHAT DID YOUR FATHER DO

22 They had grocery.

23 WERE YOU AN ONLY CHILD

24 No have brother. Younger one.

25 SO THERE WERE FOUR OF YOU.

26 Correct.

27 DID YOU COME FROM AN ORTHODOX BACKGROUND

28
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No. My grandparents were but my parents werent orthodox.

AND HOW LONG DID YOU LIVE -- CANNOT PRONOUNCE THIS PLACE.

lud meer

YES.

From 32 till 1945

OH. SO YOU WENT TO SCHOOL THERE.

Yes did. started school there.

WHAT TYPE OF SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND

Until the War went to kindergarten one year and it was

10 Hebrew kindergarten. And then If would have continued

11 it would have been the tar but which is Hebrew school

12 SO HOW MANY YEARS DID YOU GO TO SCHOOL

13 Okay. went to this tar but unil 1939 and this is

14 when the Russians came in. And then there was no more

15 Hebrew school so we went to Yiddish school the

16 teaching language was in Yiddish -- from 39 to 41.

17 Then in 41 the Germans took over the town and of course

18 there was no school anymore until the Russians came back

19 in 1945.

20 YOU TOLD ME BEFORE THAT AT HOME YOU SPOKE YIDDISH.

21 Correct.

22 BUT WHEN YOU WERENT AT HOME AND IN SCHOOL YOU SPOKE

23 RUSSIAN OR POLISH OR WHAT DID YOU SPEAK

24 No in school it was also in Yiddish.

25 EVERYTHING WAS IN YIDDISH.

26 Yes. Until when the Soviets came back in 1944. Then it

27 was Russian school. And then continued my schooling

28 for one year in Russian language school.
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DID YOU SPEAK RUSSIAN BEFORE THAT

little bit but most of it picked up while in school.

AND WHAT ABOUT YOUR BROTHER

The same with him except he is younger so he started schoo

only when the Soviets came in in 1939.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE LITTLE BIT WHAT YOUR --- WAS IT TOWN

HOW BIG WAS YOUR TOWN

The town had about 40000 people of which 25 thousand

about were Jewish and 15000 were nonJews. So it was

10 heavily Jewish town. It had several synagogues and as

11 mentioned before we had Hebrew school and actually

12 there was also Hebrew gymnasium in that school. And

13 people did all kind of work many were tradespeople.

14 Some merchants. Some professionals.

15 DID YOU ENCOUNTER ANY ANTI-SEMITISM IF YOU REMEMBER

16 Yes did. And there was actually lot and mostly it

17 started probably around 1936 and 39. couldnt remember

18 before that. say did because remember an incident

19 as child watching -- my father having grocery store

20 most of the customers were peasants from the surrounding

21 areas around the town farmers and so on and they used

22 to come and shop. And in 38 or 39 dont remember

23 there were Polish people -- we called them peeketneekeez

24 they were standing in the door and telling non-Jews not

25 to go in and shop because its Jewish store.

26 THOSE PEOPLE WERE POLISH

27 Polish people right. The police just supported them.

28 And you also would be seeing signs next to the movies and
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things like this telling Jews gO to Palestine and

similar incidents. There were incidents that if person

wore like nice clothes nice coat they would slice

them with razor blades.

DID YOUR PARENTS EVER THINK OF LEAVING FOR PALESTINE OR

FOR ANOTHER PLACE

My parents probably did not but my mothers two sisters

did leave during the late 30s to Palestine. She had two

sisters.

10 HOW BIG FAMILY WERE YOU -- EXTENDED FAMILY

11 Okay. The extended family was fairly large. In our own

12 town my father had his parents. He had brother and

13 sister. She had family of her own. My mother had

14 sister which had husband and child. She had brother

15 who had wife and child. Then she had younger sister

16 and her parents which were in this small town. But during

17 the German occupation their town was burned down so they

18 came and lived with us. So this was kind of the

19 immediate- ucles and aunts family.

20 SO HOW MANY WOULD YOU SAY WERE THERE ALL TOGETHER

21 All together would say were about probably close to

22 thirty people.

23 THIRTY. DID ANY OF THEM PERISH

24 All except us four.

25 ALL

26 Our family survived. Actually from the 25000 people in

27 town only 70 survived And of those 70 only two imrnedi

28 ate families survived as families meaning husband wife
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and children.

NOW WAS IT THE RUSSIANS OR WAS IT THE GERMANS WHO TOOK

THEM AWAY

Okay. The Germans set up police which were Ukrainians in

that town. The leaders were the Germans but most of the

police were the Ukrainians. So it was done jointly. Of

course the authorities were the German authorities but

most of the work was done by Ukrainians with the assistance

of the Germans.

10 COULD YOU DESCRIBE TO ME HOW YOU LIVED WAS IT IN HOUSE

11 APARTMENT OR --

12 Yeah. We had -- we did have home which consisted of

13 kitchen -- pretty small and kind of elongated and then

14 there was one large room which was separated with closet

15 that you hang clothes in and to the right of it was big

16 stove made out of tiles which you used to warm with coal.

17 So behind that closet and the stove was the bedroom and

18 in front was the living room. There was no toilet in the

19 house. It was an outhouse toilet. And then separate from

20 this but adjacentwasmy parentst store.

21 THE STORE. YOUR FAMILYS STORE.

22 And underneath the house was cellar where we kept any --

23 whatever it was available to keep there.

24 WOULD YOU SAY YOU WERE COMFORTABLY OFF AT HOME THE INCOME

25 YOUR FATHER HAD

26 would-- lower middle--- probably ---Tias. Yeah.The.husness

27 actually until 38 and 39was growing and it would have

28 been -- if not the war and if not these incidents -- it
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probably would have been. good business.

SO IN 42 YOU WERE STILL IN HEBREW SCHOOL

No. Up to 139 was in this Hebrew school. 39 the

Soviets caine in and there were no more Hebrew Hebrew

was forbidden as matter of fact during the Russians.

BY THE RUSSIANS.

But they did have school where the teaching language was

in Yiddish.

IN YIDDISH. THEY PERMITTED THAT

10 Oh yes. They encouraged it as matter of fact at that time

11 WHY IS THAT

12 They gave people the right to do it. They were against

13 Hebrew because Hebrew was viewed as Zionism which was to

14 set up an independent state outside of the Soviet Union.

15 THATS VERY INTERESTING. SO YIDDISH THEY DID NOT CONNECT

16 AT ALL

17 No. Yiddish there was actually Yiddish literature

18 Yiddish poets at that time and there was Yiddish paper.

19 This was between 39 and 41. June 41 is when the German

20 took over the town.

21 YOU WERE THERE WHEN THEY TOOK OVER THE TOWN

22 was actually was at my grandparents that particular

23 day which was as mentioned before about 25 miles away

24 But then after they got into my grandparents town they

25 burned it the town down purposely going from home to

26 home. So at that time we went -- my grandparents and

27 myself we went back to my hometown.

28 SO YOU ALL LIVED TOGETHER
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So we all lived together in our hometown at our house.

THAT WAS IN NINETEEN FORTY --

41.

41 WHAT DID YOU HEAR BEFORE THAT ABOUT THE GERMANS

While in the Soviet Union you didnt really hear much.

But what happened in our town the town mentioned where

there were 25000 Jews because many of them were also Jews

that ran away from the Germans and they came into the

Soviet Union and our town was only about 10 miles away

10 from the border

11 FROM THE POLISH BORDER

12 From the then-established Russian-German border. And those

13 Jews were called bee ezh ha niz and the Russians

14 wouldnt let them stay in the town they wanted them to

15 settle farther into Russia like in the Siberia or in the

16 deeper Russia. They didnt want those people next to the

17 border. But quite few remained there. My grandfathers

18 sister and two children were from across the border so

19 to speak. They came in. And actually they stayed in

20 our parents store. Because when the Russians came there

21 was no more store. There was no private enterprise.

22 THEY ACTUALLY TOOK THE STORE AWAY FROM YOUR FATHER

23 No. The store was just liquidated. There was no store

24 and my second aunt and their two children lived in that

25 store cause they came they run away from the Germans

26 and they were in our town.

27 WHAT DID YOU LIVE OFF

28 When the Germans when the Russians came in you mean
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YES.

They offered jobs and my mother was manager of

restaurant. And my father was working in an office whióh

was handling the housing cause most of the housing which

wasnt individual single homes belonged to the government.

And he worked in an office which managed those properties.

DID YOUR PARENTS TALK TO YOU ABOUT THE DANGER OF THE

RUSSIANS HOW THEY FELT ABOUT IT

There was no danger of the Russians at that time at all.

10 Not at all. Actually many people looked forward that the

11 Russians would come in because antiSemitism during the

12 Poles was getting strong at that time. And running away

13 from the Germans of course it was savior.

14 SO YOU ACTUALLY WELCOMED THE RUSSIANS

15 At that time many people did. But at the same time those

16 that had stores and so on larger stores of course were

17 picked up and sent to Siberia because they were viewed as

18 bourgeouis. And my parents store was guess small

19 enough so they didnt qualify to be shipped to Siberia.

20 YOU SEE THERES SOMETHING TO BE SAID FOR KEEP IT SMALL.

21 Yeah.

22 WHAT WAS YOUR LIFE LIKE AS BOY

23 During the Russians --

24 YES.

25 you mean Okay. As much as can went to school.

26 Life was normal. My parents worked and it really was fine.

27 Of course the trouble started in 41 when the Germans came

28 in. And from then on -- mean it was really rough.
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CAN YOU DESCRIBE LIFE LITTLE BIT UNDER THE GERMANS

Sure. As mentioned before when they caine in actually

and my brother were at my grandparents. And it was on

the 22nd of June 1941. And around four in the morning we

hear like thunder. We didnt know what it is. And it

woke me up. And looked out and it didnt seem like

its raining. And then we realized that those were artil

lery shells falling around the town because the town was

not too far from the border. And that evening the Germans

10 came into town. And they systematically burned the entire

11 Jewish area. And most of them were Jews inside the little

12 town.

13 DID THE JEWS LIVE IN SPECIAL AREA OR DID THEY LIVE ALL

14 OVER TOWN

15 It was small town and it was heavily Jewish too.

16 So you could say there wasnt one area. There wa an area

17 but it wasnt designed as ghetto. It wasnt such. And

18 that evening the Russians -- the Germans came in. And all

19 the people in the town which mostly were Jews ran over

20 to the banks of the river where the fire didnt reach.

21 And then can remember the Germans just to scare the

22 population would explode special artillery shrapnels

23 which made tremendous noise just psychologically to

24 affect people. And then few homes remained in the town

25 maybe hike six or eight so manpeoplŁ as could go

26 into thbe homes and stayed there.

27 thth mentioned three days later my mother

28 walked from our home town to my grandparents town to find
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out what happened to us. She found us. And then we all

together walked back to my parents place. And there was

some roundups of people that night. Especially women were

very concerned for rape whatnot. dont know if it took

place or not but do know that many of the women would

put on all kind of kind of black on their face and just

made themselves and they wouldnt go out in the street

inaudible

When we came to our hometown so my grandparents

10 moved in with us and also my mothers younger sister.

11 So in the house which was pretty small for four at this

12 point had seven people living in it. There was no school.

13 And my father would go to work for the Germans. And there

14 was an agricultural area outside of town where they grew

15 vegetables. And then later on he worked in storage

16 place where they stored all kind of potatoes and cucumbers

17 and things for the winter. And every day the Germans woul

18 come in and take people to do this kind of work.

19 Then cant remember the exact date -- have

20 book here which would give the date but dont think

21 the date is that important. But there was what they ca11e

22 roundup. This is the book called The Town of Ludmir.

23 Showing black hardbound book with Hebrew title in gold

24 letters to the camera.

25 DONT READ HEBREW UNFORTUNATELY.

26 It is in Hebrew and in Yiddish. believe it might be

27 available in English too but dont know. But if

28 may just look at some of the dates -- okay the Jewish
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population counted they say 25000 in this town. And

on September 39 the Germans came into the town and

many refugees from Poland came into town as mentioned

before.

HOW DID THE GERMANS COME IN ON FOOTINTANKSON HORSEBAC

In 39 they didnt come into our town because the Russians

came in and the Russians came in heavily on tanks. They

had lots of tanks just kept coming and coming and coming.

Then on 22nd of June the Germans attacked the Soviet Union

10 and this is when they came into my grandparents home.

11 They came into town on the 24th and we came back to town

12 on the 26th from my grandparents so two days later.

13 Then the first orders were to everybody to turn in

14 radios that they had andbooks for some reasons.

15 The books were burned right then and there in big piles.

16 Okay. Then on the 5th of July which was about

17 month later -- less than month later-.-there was roundup

18 What we meant by roundup is they would just go around

19 the streets and pick up men. My uncle my mothers siters

20 husband was picked up at that time. And they took them

21 into the prison. The town had big prison which was also

22 surrounded with big like big levee of soil. They took

23 in dont remember how many maybe they say here.

24 consulting book No they dont say. They took them in

25 and -- 150 people 150 Jews were rounded up into that

26 prison. And its interesting because then all kinds of

27 rumors were spreading. And some people said they saw

28 trucks coming out at night taking them out of the prison.
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Then there were rumors that people said they saw them

here and they saw them there. But we later found out that

actually they were tortured and executed right in prison

all of those people. So this was on the 5th of July.

Then on the 7th of July the Germans set up what they

called yood en rak. It was committee of Jewish

people to manage Jewish affairs or be the liaison between

the Jews and the Germans.

Then on the 31st of July was the second roundup.

10 And at that time they picked up 200 people. And my grand

11 father who was with us he just happened to step out from

12 the house to go to the restroom which was outside and

13 they picked him up. And he too was taken into prison

14 and never seen seen him again. We later found out that

15 they tortured those people thereto death too.

16 Then they gave out ration cards for bread where

17 person would receive one kilogram or 2.2 pounds of bread

18 per week. So this was the official allowance. However

19 what developed is that people would exchange goods like

20 shoes or pants with the peasants for additional produce

21 vegetables butter whatever they had.

22 And then on the 30th of August was the third roundup

23 of 300 iews. We didnt have any immediate family members

24 caught in that particular one.

25 Okay. Then remember the incident which it mentions

26 in the book. The Germans requested that 350 men be

27 provided to them to go to -- for work. So the jood en rak

28 the Jewish community set up list of people. And mostly
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were single but there were some which had families.

And my father was among them. So they had to report at

the railroad station that evening and he had to report

because he had no choice. And it so happened that the

next the train left. The next night the rumor was

that they back in the railroad station. So my mother

ran to the railroad station and it was true. We never

found out why they came back. There was. some rumor that

maybe they really tried to take them to do some work in

10 the -- deeper in Russia but that the railroads were bombed.

11 and this is why they returned the people back. So my

12 father at that time came back.

13 And then in -- let me find it if can. consulting

14 book Okay. Then they established ghetto. They took

15 all the Jewish people from the area from the city and

16 put them in smaller area. Our home was inside the

17 ghetto. So at that time in addition to the people that

18 were my parents my grandparents and my sister there

19 were two more people that were moved into the house. But

20 they stayed just short while and they left.

21 Then in 19- consulting book -- in August of 1942.

22 -- this is about year later -- they took out the men

23 from the town abOut. dont know how many and they

24 took them to distance of about 10 or 12 miles from town

25 to dig big pits three big pits.. They said theyre going

26 to build an airport there and they nee.ded those pits to

27 put the gasoline under the ground against bombing. However

28 people were suspicious. And there was some rumors but we
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never knew exactly what was taking place in other cities

but there were rumors that pogroms might take place. But at

that time my younger brother my parents sent him away to

one of the Ukrainian farmers that we knew because they

used to be customers in our town. And they had village

which was about eight nine miles from town. We also knew

Ukrainian woman with two children.- she had no husband

who lived about mile away from the ghetto. And my father

knew her because she lived in that area where he used to

10 work for the Germans in the agricultural area. So had

11 some clothes had pair of boots some other things.

12 We took those things over to her. In the evening-- one

13 evening we had feeling that something is going to happen.

14 So my father says Listen why dont you leave. And the

15 ghetto was surrounded with barbed wire which -- about

16 foot apart and all the way up high. But if nobody looked

17 you could squeeze through it and run out.

18 IT WAS NOT ELECTRIFIED.

19 It was not electrified no. So that evening went out of

20 the ghetto through those wires. And there was road right

21 next to the ghetto and then there was the non-Jewish popu

22 lation living there. And we knew Polish woman there that

23 she used to be kind of the middleman of hee1ing and dealin

24 for clothes and so on to get produce and so on. So came

25 in to her and told her to let my parents know that

26 succeeded to get out. And went bo that Ukrainian woman

27 which we knew and where had my boots and few other

28 things. .ndwe had arranged with her if something happens
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maybe well to run to her. So came over there and

that evening stayed all night. Next morning she came

in and she said she just came back from the wires of the

ghetto. Everything is fine my parents want me to come

home. So she took me by the hand and we walked this

one kilometer not all the way to the ghetto. Then

before the ghetto she left me. And kept walking. But

when came over to that Polish woman that lived right close

by could see that things werent right. could see

10 that there were lot of buses lot of police. Windows

11 and doors were open inside the ghetto feathers flying all

12 over. So still being as young as was again --

13 went in to this Polish woman and said Did you see my

14 parents because she said my parents told me to come back.

15 She says No the pogrom is going on. She says Run.

16 So at that tiineI ran away. And ran where my

17 brother was in this other village. When came to that

18 village my brother was there. It was Ukrainian peasant

19 who had several acres of land quite big piece of land

20 and he had Polish workers working there. So when we came

21 those Polish workers chased us out from that Ukrainian

22 home. And remember like nowwe were barefoot because

23 quite often we went barefoot in those areas and he chased

24 us over field which was just harvested for wheat. And

25 dont know if you know how sharp those things are --

26 YES.

27 And he was beating us with -- with whip. And we both

28 ran away my brother and I. And Id like to point out
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in that area in all of those villages the people knew

us because they used to shop at my parents and they

knew us since we were born and until we grew up so in

every home they knew us. But we walked around and then

would come in and theyll give us plenty of food and so

on but they didnt want to -- they were afraid to keep

us. So they would advise that we go tothe neighbors

barn and stay overnight and so on And thats what we

did for about two weeks. We walked around.

10 Meanwhile we had learned from the peasant that

11 theyre liquidating the ghetto and killing all the people.

12 They -- what they did they rounded them up they put them

13 on buses took them to the place where they dug those pits

14 and machine-gunned the people. have friend who lives

15 now in Israel and she was my age at the time. She was

16 one among one of those that was shot through the

17 side of the neck and her arm. She was in the pit. It was

18 towards evening. And they were all undressed. They made

19 them undress beforehand. But she wasnt dead. And some

20 how in that evening shesucceeded to wake up She climbed

21 out and she was survived hiding. Some peasants

22 picked her up.

23 So we walked around for two weeks like this. In that

24 village there was family Ukrainian family -- their son

25 joined the Ukrainian police and he worked for the police.

26 And he spread the rumor he told the villagers that he saw

27 my parents being put on truck and executed. And we had

28 trust that he wouldnt harm us because he knew us since
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we were little kids and so on. Now Id like to point

out that in our house in the ghetto my parents built

hiding place underneath the floor. There was little

cellar we used to keep potatoes so it would last during

the winter. And inside from that cellar they built

little hiding place which was blocked off with boards.

If you looked in you wouldnt see it. The place is

probably big for four people and not more. So knew

that they hadthat hiding place but this is all knew.

10 Anyway. that Ukrainian caught us in that village

11 that day my brother and I. He picked us up and he took

12 us to take us to town. His parents who knew us very well

13 said to him Saf ko what are you doing Those are our

14 kids. You know its -- you know the kids. And he told

15 to his parents he says You trying to save Jew Youll

16 go to prison yourself. So what he did he didnt go back

17 to town that night. So he put us in cellar. He locked

18 the cellar. Next morning he came and he picked us up and

19 he took us into town walking. We walked for about

20 10 kilometers seven eight miles. And he brought us

21 into the German headquarters. He put us there. We sat

22 there for abOut two or three hours. Then another Ukrainian

23 po1icenan caine. picked us up didnt tell us anything.

24 He walked us towards the ghetto where the ghetto used to

25 be he opened the wires and he let us into the ghetto.

26 Then we met some people and it turned out that the

27 pogrom laste for two weeks. After the two weeks they

28 stopped the killing and whoever survived. they let them
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live. But they reduced the ghetto to smaller ghetto.

So only few buildings were allocated for those people.

The first thing did is tried to lookfor somebody

knew. We didnt know anybody but did find my grand-

fathers brother. He survivedout- by himself out of

big big family. So we stayed that night in school

which used to be school which was fl that smaller

ghetto.

Next morning my brother and walked over to our

10 house to see maybe they survived in the hiding even

11 though that Ukrainian policeman told us that they were

12 killed. And its interesting when came into the house

13 and looked at that hiding place it was open and broken

14 up. went in and could see that people were there

15 for some time becaise some of the food that was there

16 wasnt there and the you could see that people were

17 there several days. So we knew that theyre not there.

18 So then what they did they took the Jewish people

19 that survived to sort out and collect all the clothes and

20 the valuables and whatnot. This was the thing to do.

21 Then on the third day after that went back into my

22 house because in the kitchen underneath the floor my

23 parents stored some of the belongings that we had like

24 silver candlesticks or silverware and few other

25 fur coat she had. It was all under the floor. When

26 came into the kitchen saw that somebody tried to open

27 that floor. And it puzzled me because knew nobody knew

28 about that thing. And my brother was outside. So called
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out to him and said -- his name is Rafee said

Hey come in. Ill shdw you something. So he came in

and we both looked at it. And then we got into our room

to the house and my father stuck out his head from that

hiding place. And then we found out what happened with

them.

When left that night the pogrom started. So my

father my mother my mothers sister the grandmother

the aunt and her two children seven people all went

10 into the hiding. The place was big for four or five but

11 there were seven people there. They were in the hiding

12 for seven days. During those seven days they heard the

13 Germans and the Ukrainians coming in knocking on all of

14 the walls tearing up the house breaking the furniture

15 looking for people but they succeeded to hide out. Then

16 my fther said Okay we cant stay here no longer.

17 They ran out of food and sooner or later theyll find

18 them. And he said hes going to take the risk and try

19 to escape during the night.

20 So he and my mother and her younger sister got out

21 that night. They succeeded to get across the wires and

22 they left. And of course they had to leave my grand

23 mother and the aunt and everybody else.

24 And when they got out of the ghetto that night they

25 went to the place where was supposed to be that Ukrainia

26 woman. When they came there it was morning. And they

27 knocked on the door. She started to scream The Jews

28 came. And my father says okay but can you tell us
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where am And she thought that was in the ghetto

and being killed by them anyway. But they realized that

they wouldnt get anywhere so -- and it started to be

daylight -- so they ran away. And she lived as men-

tioned next to these farm fields and there was river

there too. So they ran down towards the river.

And there was Polish man who had home there and

he knew my father too. Many people knew my father from

the business. So he said Oh for Gods sake what are

10 you doinghere He says Come in. Ill hide you.

11 So he took in my mother my father and the sister. And

12 he put them on the attic. And there there was another

13 Jewish man hiding out. He had an attic which was V-shaped

14 and false wall in other words like 10 15 feet from

15 the real wall there was another wall. So if you looked

16 into the attic you wouldnt recognize what it is.

17 So they were there from that time -- he kept it --

18 and not more than maybe 10 or 15 minutes after he hid

19 them police was there looking for them by the name

20 because this Ukrainian woman told them that they are there.

21 They didnt find them. They talked to the Polish man and

22 he says Oh him that communist andhe put up story.

23 And they were there. However that man in way did it

24 for business. He wanted to get paid for this. And my

25 parents didnt have anything. So my father thought hell

26 go back to the ghetto the way he came out try and sneak

27 in the same way. And they ddnt know if the pogrom is

28 over or not. Ouside the people didnt know it guess.
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So he came in that night. And he tried to open the

floor to take out whatever we had to take it back so he

can sell it and theyll have some money to stay there.

But when he started to open the floor in the morning he

heard somebody walking -- it was my brother and -- so

he ran in to hide again. And then he heard my voice

calling to my brother. So he came out and then we got

reunited with my father. And found out that my mother

and younger sister were alive.

10 So at that time since the pogrom was over we took

11 out whatever belongings we had and all of us went back

12 to that Polish person and we were down up there.

13 Well we couldnt be all up there first of all he wanted

14 much more money and he it was small place to keep

15 four people alitogØther. So at that time we said Okay to

16 this polish man You keep my mother and my brother and my

17 mothers sister and my father and decided we will go

18 into the village and try and see if we can find some

19 peasant wholl be illing to hide us out.

20 Meanwhile the second ghetto that small ghetto which

21 mentioned was -- they issued to the. people special like

22 registration cards and they let them live there. So my

23 mothers sister said shes not going to be hiding shes

24 going to go back to that ghetto. She didnt want to be

25 in hiding. So it was just us our immediate family.

26 And the pogrom was think mentioned. in September

27 and the end of September. And it gets pretty cold there

28 its winter its deep snows its really -- its like
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the Midwest.

So my father and walked to that village where my

brother was first. And we knew several people. So we

went in to one and another one. Then the third one said

hell be willing to try and hide us out.

Meanwhile the hopes were always that the war will be

over the Russians will have the upper hand. Theyll start

coming back. mean in such situations you always hope.

You never think So what we did he had big stack of

10 wheat of straw right next to his barn. So we dug out

11 hole inside thIs straw barn. And the entrance was ---by

12 taking out two Or three boards from the wall you could

13 go in and the boards would close back in and you could

14 stay there. And its pretty warm in big heavy pile of

15 straw.

16 So we went back at night picked up my mother my

17 brother and all four of us came back to the village at

18 night and we stayed there. We were there cant

19 remember exactly how long but couldnt be more than

20 three months or so. He came in and says hes getting

21 concerned. And we iere there all the time 24 hours

22 day. Never got out. And his wife gave us food and what

23 ever. Then he said that hes -- he doesnt want to keep

24 us anymore. Hes afraid. The neighbors might find out

25 and so on and so on. So we told him at that point

26 Okay. Keep my mother and brother. And my father and

27 started to march again at night to different peasants in

28 different villages to see if he can find somebody else.
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And every peasant that he came in says no hes not going

to do it but hell keep us over the day so that the next

night we can proceed.

And can remember like now we were one night on an

attic in one of the barns and the frost was really cold.

The only way we kept warm is had my feet in my fathers

chest and he had his feet in my chest. And we stayed

there for the 24 hours. Next day we kept walking. After

six days of walking we couldnt find single family

10 which would be willing to keep us.

11 We came back we joined my mother and my brother and

12 we didnt know what to do. The only choice we would have

13 had at that point is to go back to this little ghetto and

14 wait -- whatever happens. But then my mother had an idea

15 to go back to that woman where ran to the first time

16 and that chased them out when they came. She said We

17 have no other choice. We have nothing to lose. Lets

18 try. So she and my father left us and then went -- went

19 back to that particular woman. They came in and at that

20 point when she realized that were all alive -- dont

21 know maybe she was afraid that we might survive and

22 when the Russians come back and we tell the story shell be

23 punished. cant tell the exact psychology of what was

24 involred She said shell keep us. And not having any

25 other choice we all went -- that means she remained there

26 and my father and my brother and went to her place.

27 And she was only about mile out of town.

28 So when we came to her place we made hiding place
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which was again into cellar with fake wall. And

there were lot of potatoes int. And you could if need

be justpullä string and the potatoes will cover it up

and you wouldnt know that there is people there.

Now this was around January of 1943. will check

the date because you know dates --

MAY JUST ASK YOU ONE THING.

Sure.

IM FASCINATED WITH HOW YOU LOOK UP THESE -- WHO PUBLISHED

10 THAT BOOK

11 Those books have been published in Israel by the survivors

12 of the city.

13 JUST YOUR CITY

14 Each gues.C many cities. saw some of those books

15 right here in the library from different cities. So there

16 must have been group of people which interviewed people

17 from the towns and prepared those books.

18 BECAUSE IT SEEMS SO EXACT YOU KNOW.

19 Yeah. They have all the dates in here and this is why

20 Im trying to look.

21 Okay on the it of September as mentioned of 42

22 the pogrom started. And on the 15th of September it

23 officially stopped. This is when he brought us in into

24 the Germans from the village.

25 Then on the 13th of November which was month later

26 they had the second pogrom which they eliminated that

27 smaller area that mentioned before.

28 THE SMALLER GHETTO YOU MEAN
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The smaller ghetto. Right.

The Germans and the Ukrainian police performed the

second pogrom in the city of Lud meer.

And then all they left living those that had special

trades carpenters steelmakers shoemakers and things

like this. They gave special cards And then they made

third ghetto in an even smaller area.. But you had to have

one of those cards to be there. If you didnt you were

taken away and executed.

10 HOW MANY JEWS WERE LEFT AT THAT TIME

11 In that second pogrom -- just read it -- its interesting

12 that you mentioned -- 4000 people were killed in the

13 second pogrom. So after the first one probably about

14 five to six thousand survived. By hiding out like my

15 parents did and so on.

16 Okay. At that time they used the people to collect

17 all the belongings in what they called the red brick

18 school. remember that school. And this is where they

19 kept the people working to sort out the clothes the shoes

20 the gold that they found ahd whatever they

21 THE JEWS HAD TO WORK THERE

22 The Jews that survived did the work yeah for the Germans.

23 And that time the thIrd ghetto was 17 buildings. And

24 this is whee they kept the people. dont know how

25 many 1500 people were in the third ghetto.

26 IN THAT FEW BUILDINGS

27 In that few. And then they say about 500 Jews were

28 hiding with non-Jews with. Christians in the surrounding
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areas like ourselves. This is the estimate at that time.

They point out that at this time this is in 42 in

the winter the Ukrainians and Poles started to set up

partisan groups to fight the Germans.

Meanwhile the Russian front the Russians started

to win after Leningrad and at Moscow so hopes went still

pretty high.

Okay. In 43 they had about 500 Jewish people living

in the third ghetto. My mothers sister survived the

10 second pogrom by hiding out and she was in the third

11 ghetto.

12 Meanwhile the woman that we were hiding with. had to

13 evacuate her house. She had to look for another house.

14 So she had to look for place where we could somehow find

15 hiding place in the same place. And its interesting

16 s.he moved into the middle of the town and she found

17 house in basement. Its interesting because it was just

18 like this looking around room where the window was level

19 with the ground. dont know if this is the same here.

20 It looks like

21 YES. THATS THE STREET THERE.

22 -- it might be similar But it was three-story building

23 50 there were neighbors on top too. And the basement had

24 like in here she had kitchen living room and

25 bedroom. And adjacent to it like across from this wall

26 was barn where there was soil floor and whoever lived

27 there before had goat or whatever in that place. So it

28 sounded like it will be good place and well be able
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to make hiding. So she took that place and at night

we moved over from our place from the previous place to this

new place. And what we did when we moved in is in that

barn since it was soil and dirt floor we dug out an

opening into the ground which was about would say

probably 10 feet wide and maybe 15 to 18 feet long. Then

on top we put bricks and filled it back up with soil and

left one little entrance which was big enough just for

person to lower himself and come back up. You could sit

10 but you couldnt stand it wasnt high enough to stand.

11 And that closing that entrance it was metal pail like

12 with little hole in the middle that you could pull it in

13 and with your hands smooth out the soil around it you

14 wouldnt see that it was an entrance.

15 However at that time we didnt have any more money

16 just to buy food for her and for us. It was whatever we

17 had we sold out and nothing was left. But there were some

18 Jewish people in the third ghetto that made contact with

19 my mothers younger sister that wanted to have place in

20 case of need where to run and to hide. But they didnt

21 want to hide all the time they wanted still to be in the

22 third ghetto. And they were professional people so they

23 had passports or ID cards to stay there. So what they did

24 they gave us money so that we could stock up with food and

25 keep on going just for the privilege of having place if

26 they -- whenever they want to leave the ghetto and come

27 and hide with us. So there were supposed to be two sisters

28 and one sisters fianceplus us four and my mothers sister.
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We four stayed we didnt have ID cards anyway so we

stayed there all the time. And they were in the ghetto.

Meanwhile what we did is the front started to come

closer and we knew that before the Germans leave they

might evacuate the non-Jewish population so she and her

two children -- she had two children never mentioned

young girl two years old and boy which was about

eight or nine at the time. So she knew that she will have

to be or shell be evacuated or shell run away to the

10 villagers to try and hide out during the period that the

11 front will be moving through town.

12 And what we meanwhile did we kept digging our place.

13 We dug little tunnel from it which was like this shape

14 indicating. You could crawl in it you couldnt -- you

15 could crawl and sit but not stand. And we tried to dig

16 it underneath where she lived to get out to the backyard

17 because we were afraid that if the three-story building

18 collapses it will collapse right on us and we will be

19 killed. Through that tunnel we wanted to dig it far enough

20 to be outside of the building so that tunnel was would

21 sayâbout 20 feet long through the building into the back

22 yard.

23 And then outside we made another wider area so that

24 seven or eight people could sit there for like if need

25 be day or two.

26 At the same time we also dug little deeper and we

27 made well so well have water in there because when she

28 is gone for six months. there would be no water. So we dug
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this little well which started out -- the water is pretty

high there the groundwater. And we had an opening of abou

like this box probably two feet by two feet and it was

enough water. It was sandy soil so learned lesson at

that time incidentally Im now water engineer. At

that time the walls kept -- underneath the sand kept

falling in. And as you took it out the hole got bigger

and bigger. So we got to the point we were concerned

because it was underneath the building and the foundations

10 and the whole building might collapse. So we had to rein-

ii force that thing from getting too big.

12 And we also had another hole across which was used as

13 toilet. When she wouldnt be there we will have

14 toilet. And we used to use it actually during the day

15 and then well empty it out.

16 And we also the chimney from the big building came

17 down all the way to our hiding the base of the chimney.

18 So what we did we had little plate to cook with wood

19 or coal and the smoke would go straight into the chimney.

20 Now when the Germanscame close this was about

21 in January of 1944 mean when the Russians came

22 close its interesting that the Russians stopped about

23 16 miles from our town and they stayed there for about

24 five to six months. The way they did it the Russians

25 they moved for five six hundred miles then they stopped

26 reinforced their soldiers and ammunitions and what and

27 then they did it again. To our bad luck they stopped

28 about 16 miles from town.
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So she left for the village with the two children.

So nobody was with us. She would come in once in two months

just to see whats going on and bring some food. But we

were stacked up with about in pounds would say

150 pounds of wheat which we kept with us before she left.

We had some potatoes. And since we did have some wood

and the straw that we were lying on we could make fire.

And to make sure that we dont be detected by the smoke

whenever somebody on the upper floors cooked the chimney

io would get dark and we had little mirror in it so we

ii could see that somebodys cooking then well make fire

12 and brown or cook the wheat or whatever it is. And we

13 lived for almost five months just on that and few potato s.

14 Meanwhile all we could hear is artillery but we

15 didnt know whats going on. Its interesting the Germans

16 picked outside of her house outside of that door to put

17 in tank. They dug in tank there. And the Germans wen

18 there. And remember ever so often wed open up our

19 little door and go up to see whats going on Maybe the

20 Russians are back or something like this. And opened --

21 used to overhear the Germans outside of the door talking

22 And then we found out about the American landing. But

23 didnt know if it was landing in Normandy or it was --

24 think it must have been landing in Sicily when they came

25 from the Africas. So we knew that theres another front

26 opened. And this is all we knew. We had no other information.

27 To make it short we lived without her for about five

28 months. Then one morning we thought we heard Russians
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spoken outside and so but we werent sure. My brother

who was much younger than we sent him out. But the

Germans were gone. There werent any more in this particu

lar area but we didnt know if the Russians were back or

not. So we sent out my brother who was kid. We opened

the door. He went out. And then after about half an hour

or so he came back and he said the Russians are in town.

So at that time of course we came out. And what hap

pened is from not walking for so long all of our feet got

10 real swollen from the first few steps of walking and we

11 were warned right then and there not to eat suddenly

12 because of health reasons.

13 And we went out. We got home from the Russians.

14 And after we got back to our strength started to go to

15 school. My father got back job with the same kind of an

16 outfit that he was before working in the housing. And this

17 was in June believe of 1944. Yeah. So we were there

18 for full year.

19 At that time we got correspondence with my mothers

20 two sisters in Palestine. And we -- the Russians would let

21 those that were Polish citizens before the war to move into

22 Poland.

23 At that time the front moved over and took over Warsaw

24 and they were already -- actually on the 9th of May 44

25 the war was over. We were still in our town.

26 So we had the privilege or the right to leave Russia

27 to go to Poland. Our real objective was to get to Palestine

28 because this is the only place we had some close relatives
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my mothers two sisters. So we left Russia into Poland

across the border. It was only about 10 miles with

horse and buggy. And we lived in Poland in small town

called Threbieschev which was on the other side of

the border from 44 till 45. did not go to school

because first of all itwas temporary thing Tomorrow

leave tomorrow well leave. But it lateda..fuil year.

At the same time my father got involved in some kind

of business of buying wheat in the small towns and

10 trucking it to Warsaw where they sold it for profit.

11 However there was the Polish underground which was

12 fighting the Russians. They were against the Russians.

13 And they also were against the Jews. They kept on killing

14 the Jewish people. So my father -- our whole family --

15 changed our name from our original name was Berger.

16 BERGER.

17 Yeah. So at that time we got some false papers under the

18 name of Bee ar nad ski which is Polish name because

19 he wasnt around and if they stopped him he would have

20 some false papers. So our name was Bee ar nad ski

21 And in 45 we decided to leave this little town and

22 move to Warsaw. When we came to Warsaw we 1ved in

23 suburb. Warsaw was completely in ruins at that time.

24 Bombed out from the war. Also dont know if you know

25 but the Russians stopped on the left side of the river

26 so to speak jn Warsaw again for five six months while

27 the Polish uprising took place because the uprisers were

28 leaning towards the British Polish government which was
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set up in exile and not toward the communist Russians.

So there was politics there.

We lived in Praga which is suburb of Warsaw.

And resumed my schooling by going into the 10th grade of

high school under the name of Bee ar nard ski as Pole.

So everybody who knew me knew me as being Polish.

And remember this incident which Id like to maybe

share with you. One day the priest came into class and he

took everybody to communion. And didnt know what corn-

10 munion is and how to behave or what it is because Id never

11 experienced it. But we all came to church. We kneeled in

12 front of the altar and the priest was walking around with

13
vessel and the wafers that he put on everybodys tongue.

14 Now to me it seemed -- had some notion that its holy

15 water and thought he is using wooden chip to touch

16 holy water on the tongue. When he came back -- by --

17 towards me and he put that thing on my tongue kind of

18
tried to give it back to him. And he said Just take it.

19 And took it. And then realized from some other people

20 that knew that should have taken it right away. This

21
was just one of the incidents.

22 However at the same time there was Jewish community

23 center established in Warsaw where used to come outside

24 of the school surrounding. So led double life. had

25 some Jewish friends that knew me as Jew and then had

26 some non-Jewish friends which knew me as Bee ar nard ski

27
And made very good friends with some Poles. And at that

28
time was already about 15 years old. And life went on.
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All this time we were hoping to go to Palestine.

But the British wouldnt let anybody in. My mothers two

sisters succeeded with the accumulation of some money from

relatives in the United States to buy false papers. Those

were papers of family from Hungary which left Palestine

before the war to go and visit their relatives in Hungary

and they perished there. But the certificate remained in

Palestine. So they sent us that certificate and we were

supposed to come in as them.

10 So our name at that point changed to Schwartz. And we

ii left Poland on that particular certificate by train to

12 PariS. And in Paris the Hi as the Jewish organization

13 met us and they helped us. And then by ship we went from

14 Marseille on small Greek ship to Palestine. And it

15 was very small ship maybe it could carry 200 people

16 maximum.

17 WE ARE NOW IN 45

18 No in 47.

19 47.

20 Yeah. Cause 44 to 45 we were in the small town. And

21 45 to 47 we were in Warsaw.

22 47. YEAH.

23 So and then when we came before the shores of Palestine

24 the British came on board checked the papers. Luckily

25 they didnt speak Hungarian so they didnt try to speak

26 to us Hungarian.

27 We came into Palestine. And my mother had two sisters

28 as mentioned so in the beginning we stayed with one of
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them. And slowly life went -- my father got job my

mother got job and resumed my schooling. And this was

in 47.

My schooling was very hard because didnt knew

Hebrew. didnt know English. And at that grade which

was the 11th grade of high school my first class in English

was Macbeth. didnt know any Bible or Jewish history

and those were all subjects that you had to know at that

time. But they gave me chance. And they said Youll

10 start school and after year and half youll have to

11 take the tests of the subjects which people took before

12 the 11th grade. So worked very hard.

13 My father got job. My mother worked little bit.

14 worked whenever could studied.

15 And then of course the war started in 48. Now at

16 that time was 16 and--17 and theymôbi.lizØd allof the

17 11th -- of the 12th graders. We were in 12th gradeat that

18 time. Bebause of thewar they mobilized us all with the

19 promise to the parents that they will not send us on the

20 front but we will be working in the army doing other

21 things. But when things got real tough actually they --

22 some of us from our class which was class of 16

23 three didnt come back. They got killed during the war.

24 So we were -- was in the army.

25 Then after the war was over they let us go back to

26 finish school. We finished high school. We graduated from

27 high school and then we went back to the army and finished

28 the army. And continued my studies in the States.
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In 52 came to study engineering.

THATS QUITE STORY. HAVE FEW QUESTIONS TO ASK YOU.

WHEN YOU HID WITH THAT POLISH WOMAN --

Ukrainian.

DURING THE WAR DID YOU HAVE TO PAY HER

All we paid was just for the food for her food and our

food. Its an incident for example the question was

always Why did she keep us now Before she took me by

the hand and led me to death actually. The same person.

10 RIGHT.

11 cant answer why. And -- but one thing we did -- right

12 or wrong -- to family like -- to woman like this the

13 few be.longings that she had was precious to her. We

14 actually hid her things with us in the basement with us.

15 And we had an understanding with her we told her that if

16 anything happens if she turns us over and so on we will

17 burn the things with us or without us. dont know if

18 this was deterrent or not but she kept us.

19 DID YOU KEEP IN TOUCH WITH HER

20 yes. After the war and from Israel we kept in touch for

21 while butl then unfortunately the contact just ceased.

22 dont know why. Mail got erratic. We sent her some

23 packages in the beginning for the first three or four

24 years and later on it ceased.

25 HAVE ANOTHER QUESTION THEN YOU DUG THIS VERY ELABORATE

26 HIDEOUT THERE WITH THE CHIMNEY AND ALL THAT WHERE DID YOU

27 GET THE TOOLS AND WHEN DID YOU DIG THAT tAAS IT ONLY

28 AT NIGHT
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The tools was -- is just spades. Inaudible because it

was sandy ground. It was just and since it was inside

the house and in the basement we could do it even during

the daywhenshewas home so that the noise -- the neighbors

will realize somebody is home. So aetually .e did it

during the day when she was home.

YOU HAD TOOLS AND --

We had spades. She got it for us and she was yeah --

it wasnt that elaborate too but

10 WELL IT SOUNDED VERY INTRIGUING HOW YOU DID CONNECT IT

11 TO THE CHIMNEY AND ALL THAT.

12 Yeah.

13 AND IN YOUR OTHER HIDING WHEN YOU SAID YOU HAD THE POTATO

14 HOW DID YOU NANAGE TO LIVE THERE YOU COULDNT WASH. YOU

15 HAD NO WATER. YOU --

16 No. At night we could go up to our place

17 OH YOU COULD. UH-HUH.

18 -- upstairs. Yeah. In that place. However didnt

19 mention when we moved to this other place in that

20 cellar she meanwhile got lover.

21 OH.

22 Russian man. And this love affair must have gone on for

23 almost year. And he used to come and go. She always

24 insisted that he never knew that we were there. And after

25 the war she still said that he didnt know so believe

26 her because after the war there was no reason to lie

27 anymore. So when he was there for many many months on

28 and off we couldnt go out from the hiding.
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Q. HOW LONG WERE YOU THEREYOU SAID IN THAT

Okay. We were liberated in the summer of 44. And we

moved over there in 42. About year and half in that

particular one. All in total it was from almost

two years.

THATS LONG TIME TO LIVE LIKE THAT. SOMEHOW CANNOT

VISUALIZE IT HOW YOU MANAGED TO HIDE OUT THERE IN THOSE

PLACES.

meant -- should have mentioned --

10 SO MANY OF YOU.

11 A. -- when the third ghetto was liquidated my mothers sister

12 perished then. But from the people that were supposed to

13 come to us and they had place one of the sisters and her

14 sisters fiances sister and another man three men its

15 two women and man succeeded to escape from the third

16 ghetto and thcy came to us. So they were with us all this

17 time. There were actually seven of us. didnt mention

18 this. It just came to mind --

19 YES. DONT KNOW HOW YOU MANAGED IT.

20 And the third -- yeah -- the third ghetto as mentioned

21 the pogrom was -- consulting The Towt of Ludmir -- Okay

22 the third pogrom was on the 13th of December 1942.

23 13 December 1942. And this is the time when my mothers

24 younger sister perished. And you remember mentioned that

25 my grandfathers brother survived the first pogrom

26 RIGHT.

27 That we met. He survived up to the third one and he

28 perished in that pogrom too. So from the 13th of December
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until -- of 42 until the summer of 44 we were

hiding together seven people. And the Russians came back

in consulting The Town of Ludmir 22nd of July 44.

WHERE DID YOUR RELATIVES PERISH DID YOU -- DID THEY

INFORM YOU HOW DID YOU FIND OUT

Oh we know. They were all taken on the trucks to that

place where they had the --

SHOOTING

-- the pits and they shot them all. Yeah. The place was

10 called Pietyden. See page 64 line 11.

11 AND NONE OF YOUR RELATIVES WERE EVER SENT TO CAMPS -- TO

12 EXTERMINATION CAMPS

13 No. From our town they did not send to any of the concen

14 tration camps. Actually think most all of the Ukraine

15 were executed just like in Ba bee yar.

16 YEAH.

17 Same thing.

18 Interviewer discusses fixing screen with another person.

19 Yeah. No. From our towns as far as know nobody was

20 sent to the concentration camps.

21 DID YOU AT THAT TIME HEAR ANYTHING ABOUT CONCENTRATION

22 CAMPS

23 There were some rumors but people just didnt believe.

24 Just like ointed out before wh.en those three roundups

25 took place people would come out and say theyre coming

26 back we saw them here and there which was never the

27 truth of course.

28 SO WHEN DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT ABOUT THE EXISTENCE QF

CONCENTRATION CAMPS
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truly cant tell you when found out. really dont

know. think it must have been after the war.

AND THEN ANOTHER QUESTION HOW FAR WERE YOU FROM WARSAW

WHEN YOU LIVED IN THAT LITTLE PLACE

Thehouse wasaboUt would say probably like 300 miles

maybe.

OH THATS LONG WAY.

Yeah. Letssee. Maybe3O0kilometerS.

WELL THATS LONG WAY TO GO.

10 AND YOUR BROTHER DID HE GO WITH YOU TO PALESTINE

11 Yes. All four of us the whole family moved -- went to

12 Palestine.

13 AND YOUR BROTHER WENT TO SCHOOL THERE TOO

14 A. He went to school there too and then he also came to study

15 here engineering in the States.

16 AND YOU STUDIED ENGINEERING TOO

17 Yeah.

18 YOU MUST HAVE HAD TREMENDOUS TALENT ALREADYHAVING

19 BUILT ALL THESE .ELABORlTE HIDEOUTS.

20 Oh yes sure. did study. And work in water resources.

21 IN WATER RESOURCES WHERE DID YOU STUDY THAT

22 studied in New York. NYU. And then in Detroit Michigan.

23 WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE BREAK RIGHT NOW WE CAN MAYBE

24 THINK ABOUT THE QUESTIONS IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS TO ASK.

25 OKAY. IM SURE YOU DO. AND IF YOU RANT TO GET UP AND

26 STRETCH YOURSELF.

27 BY ECQNDINTERVIEWER DID YOU SAY YOU HAD SISTER

28 No. Just abrother

break is taken.
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BY SECOND INTERVIEWER YOU MENTIONED YOU HAD YOUNGER

BROTHER. HOW MANY YEARS YOUNGER WAS YOUR YOUNGER BROTHER

Three years younger.

AND WHAT IS HIS NAME

Ralph.

RALPH. OKAY. IN THIS TOWN GIVEN THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE

CITIZENS WERE JEWISH WAS THERE LESS OR MORE DISCRIMINATION

SHOWN PRIOR TO 1939

The discrimination as mentioned before was pretty

prevalent in the area.

10 DID YOU EVER SUITER POGROMS WERE PEOPLE --

11 Not until -- not until the Germans came. There was beating

12 up slicing of coats breaking of windows but never pogrom.

13 DID YOUR MOTHER EVER WARN YOU AS SMALL CHILD ABOUT --

14 DONT GO THERE OR DID SHE EVER WARN YOU TO STAY AWAY FROM

15 SOME PLACES

16 No. because we lived in Jewish area and went to Jewish

17 school so we really didnt have any contact with nonJews.

18 WHAT WERE THE HOLIDAYS LIKE AT SCHOOL CAN YOU REMEMBER

19 PRIOR TO THAT WHAT WERE HOLIDAYS LIKE FAMILY HOLIDAYS

20 As mentioned only went to kindergarten before the war.

21 And then when the Russians came in and went to the Yiddish

22 schOol the Jewish holidays didnt have big meaning. So

23 we really didnt celebrate many of the holidays in school itself

24 DID YOU CELEBRATE ANY HOLIDAYS AT ALL DID YOUR MOTHER

25 OR FATHER TRY TO CELEBRATE ANY OF THE HOLIDAYS WHILE YOU

26 WERE IN HIDING

27 No. Not while in hiding. No.

28 DO YOU REMEMBER HELPING YOUR FATHER IN THE STORE

Yes sure do.
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WHAT WERE THE KINDS OF THINGS YOU HAD TO DO

used to go and pick up when they needed some things they

had run short of. remember carrying packages of yeast

for example. Yeah used to help out in the store.

WHAT WERE SOME OF THE GOODS THAT HE SOLD WHAT WERE THE

TYPICAL THINGS HE SOLD

They had all of the staples herring sugar butter cigarettes.

WERE THERE ANY OTHER ITEMS LIKE FOR THE WOMEN THAT WERE

SOLD LIKE FABRIC OR --

10 No. There were no clothes or anything like that.

11 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER WHAT ABOUT MATZOH

12 don remember mat zbh although we had some Jewish customers.

13 But it was mostly as mentioned for the peasants that

14 came in once or twice week with their horse and buggy and

15 loaded up.

16 DIDNT YOU CELEBRATE PASSOVER

17 We did celebrate Passover yeah. But dont know if my

18 parents had kosher store to carry kosher matzoh. dont

19 remember that.

20 IT WAS DIFFICULT YEAH IMAGINE.

21 My parents were not observant at all. No. can even

22 remember that my grandfather all he would have would be

23 some tea in our house and not more.

24 SECOND INTERVIEWER SO WHEN THE RUSSIANS CAME IN YOU

25 WENT TO YIDDISH SCHOQL.

26 In 39

27 AND AT THIS POINT YOU WERE SPEAKING HOW MANY LANGUAGES

28 was speaking Yiddish and some Hebrew and understoQd
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Polish and some Ukrainian.

AND SOME UKRAINIAN. AND SO YOU STARTO GOING TO THE USSTAN

SCHOOL. WERE YOU STUDYING OTHER LANGUAGES THERE AS WELL

No. This was just the first second grade and they didnt

teach any other languages at that point. believe they

didnt.

But when we came back in 45 then studied in Russial

school in Russian language. And they taught -- Ukrainian

was compulsory. And German.

10 EVEN THOUGH THE GERMANS HAD BEEN DEFEATED

11 Oh yeah.

12 SO BY THE END OF THE WAR YOU SPOKE GERMAN UKRAINIAN UM --

13 polish. Russian. Yiddish. And German.

14 BY FIST INTERVIEWER HEBREW DID YOU MENTION

15 Not Hebrew yet.

16 NOT HEBREW YET.

17 forgot what learned until --

18 RIGHT. BECAUSE YOU WENT TO HEBREW SCHOOL.

19
-- kindergarten. forgot most of it at that point.

20 BY SECOND INTERVIEWER YOU TALKED ABOUT WHEN YOU WENT TO

21 YOUR GRANDPARENTS HOUSE AND THEN YOU HAD -- YOUR MOTHER

22 CMlE AND GOT YOU. DO YOU REMEMBER WALKING BACK --

23 Oh yes.

24 -- WITH YOUR MOTHER

25 Very well.

26 DID YOU A.SK HER WHAT HAD HAPPENED DID YOU UNDERSTAND

27 YOU WERE HOW OLD WERE YOU THERE YOU WERE ONLY NINE

28 This was in 39. Yeah. Yeah remember the night of --
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knew what happened because the Germans came into our

town too and actually remember while walking there

were lot of refugees with horses and buggies. And

remember the German planes coming down very low to check

who is walking on this -- on the roads.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOU AND YOUR MOTHER -- IT WAS YOUR

MOTHER WHO ESCORTED YOU BACK

Correct.

DO YOU. REMEMBER TALKING TO YOUR MOTHER ABOUT WHAT YOU

10 TALKED ABOUT

11 cant.

12 DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOU WERE FEELING OR YOUR BROTHER WAS

13 FEELING DO YOU REMEMBER AS CHILDREN WHAT YOU WERE THINKING

14 mean the feeling we were scared theres no question

15 because we saw this whole town being burned down. And then

16 the shelling especially the shelling over our heads for

17 no purpose just to demoralize the population. But the

18 fear from the Germans was very great.

19 DID YOU EVER FEEL AS CHILD DURING THIS TINE THAT YOU

20 HAD TO BE GOOD BOY YOU COULDNT -- YOU HAD -- OU

21 COULDNT -- DID YOU EVER MISS BEING CHILD WHO COULD JUST

22 RUN OUT IN THE STREET AND PLAY

23 Oh no. Until that time had normal -- until 39 until

24 4l actually because during the Russians had normal

25 childhood.

26 AND AFTER THAT POINT DID YOU RESENT OR DID YOU FEEL PUT

27 UPON BECAUSE YOU COULDNT RUN OUT IN THE STREET AND PLAY

28 Oh Im sure had my frustrations like for example
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when we were hiding in that particular basement that

mentioned and there was this door with the cracks and

outside was an orchard and could see the apple growing

from blossom to big apples and we didnt have anything.

Frustrations like this were very big.

YOU WERE LIVING IN PRETTY -- WHAT KIND OF QUARTERS CAN YOU

DESCRIBE THE SIZE OF THE SECOND PLACE YOU MOVED INTO WHICH

WAS QUITE SMALL WAS IT NOT

You mean in the ghetto or in the hiding

10 THE HIDING.

11 The second one meaning where the potatoes were after the

12 straw Yeah. It was very small. It was would say an

13 area of -- you could sit you couldnt stand up indicating.

14 And maybe as child could stretch my feet. My parents

15 probably couldnt. And this was it. And then when we went

16 into the third place where there were seven of us since

17 the third pogrom we could sit we could stretch completely

18 but we were touching each other lengthwise. And we laid-

19 actually were sleeping on straw. And with time the straw

20 disappeared because we used it to dothis littlecooking

21 that we did and my father used the straw to smoke.

22 SO YOU WOULD -- IN THAT -- WERE YOU SEATED THE WHOLE TIME

23

24 No we were lying down.

25 LYING DOWN. THE WHOLE TIME.

26 Yeah.

27 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER DID YOU GET ALONG WITH EACH OTHER

28 AT ALL TIMES OR WERE THERE WAS THERE FRICTION
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There was friction. There was friction lot. And as

said -- yeah. There was friction on and off. But --

BOUND TO HAPPEN.

-- we stuck it out.

BY SECOND INTERVIEWER LATER ON WERE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY

ABLE TO LOOK BACK AT ANY OF THIS AND LAUGH ABOUT ANYTHING

WAS THERE ANYTHING THAT STRUCK YOU AS GOOD TIME DURING

YOUR CAPTIVITY BASICALLY AS IT WERE

During the captivity mean you did have you know on

10 daily basis we would play some cards. We had little

11
carbide lights. You know what.s carbide light We used

12 to use this. Inaudible wed play cards and what not.

13 And we had our humorous moments while in hiding.

14 Another pastime as we had quilt covers you know

15
with feathers in it And in each little hole there were

16 flies. Not flies. What do you call it

17 BEDBUGS

18
Little tiny ones

19
LICE

20 NQt lice but the other

21
BEDBUGS

22 Bedbugs guess. And another we used to just hunt them

23
and kill them to eliminate them. This was another thing

24 And aisQ we did have mice or rats rather than mice

25
in that hiding place.

26
SO EACH DAY -- WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR DAY AS FILLED WITH

27
OR HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR LIFE

28 Well.the.fear was always there because if anybody would
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have discovered us mean we would have been dead and

this we knew all the time. And there was also fear because

there were many neighbors on that lot which didnt know

that we are there but we could hear them so we had to be

in hiding. And for example just to mention another

incident since youre asking of fear. When we dug that

little tunnel to get outside from under the building at

that point we had also little wider area for like to

sit for day or two outside the building. And one of the

io neighbors was trying to make what they call moonshine

ii you know vodka And guess the batch didnt succeed.

12 And the batch was consisting of inaudible water and

13 yeast. So they poured it next to the house and it came

14 straight down to us. And they didnt know but they had

15 good spot so they kept pouring the complete thing.

16 It came in and it got into what -- we had that little pit

17 which was toilet and yeast started to grow and it

18 started coming towards us. And we had to fight this just

to -- so those were some of the sad but humorous incident

20 that took place.

21 HOW -- DID IT BOTHER YOUR MOTHER OR YOUR FATHER HOW DID

22 IT AFFECT YOUR PARENTS LIVING IN THIS SITUATION WHERE IT

23 WAS PRETTY HARD TO KEEP CLEAN AND IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE

24 Oh extremely. The main objective at that time was just

25 to survive.

26 THERE WAS NO OTHER THOUGHT IT WAS MERELY SURVIVAL.

27 Just survival. Hope that the Russians will come before

28 the Gernans or the Ukrainians or the Poles will discover us
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YOU MENTIONED -- WANTED TO GO BACK FOR SECOND -- YOUR

GRANDFATHER. WHEN HE DIED HOW OLD WAS YOUR GRANDFATHER

DO YOU KNOW

Oh gosh dont know the age. But he was picked up as

mentioned right after the Germans came in in 41. And

my mother was 30 so he must have been 50.

DID YOU -- WHEN DID YOU FIND OUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO

EVERYBODY WHEN DID YOU FIND OUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO

YOUR GRANDFATHER AND ALL THESE --

10 We never found out exactly what happened but they never

11 came back. And then after the war somehow people knew

12 that they were tortured and murdered inside the prison.

13 DID YOU LEARN THIS IN ISRAEL OR DID YOU LEARN IT --

14 No still fte the liberaLionby the Russians But

15 we knew what happened to the total population.

16 THERE WAS RUMOR THAT THE TRAIN WAS COMING BACK THAT YOUR

17 FATHER HAD LEFT ON. HOW DID YOU GET THIS RUMOR HOW DID

18 IT TRAVEL ABOUT TOWN MEAN DID YOU HAVE TELEPHONES

19 WAS THERE ANYBODY -- HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THIS

20 We didnt have any telephones. What the rumor was is

21 think when they got back into the station the word spread

22 real quick.

23 DID YOU EVER FIND OUR FOR SURE WHAT HAD HAPPENED IN TERMS

24 OF YOUR FATHER BEING -- WHY THE TRAIN CAME BACK

25 They didnt know.

26 THEY NEVER KNEW

27 They left the station. They traveled dont know how far

28 and they came back.
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DO YOU KNOW HOW LONG IT TOOK FOR YOUR MOTHER -- FROM THE

TIME THE TRAIN PULLED BACK INTO THE STATION UNTIL WHEN SHE

FOUND OUT DO YOU KNOW HOW LONG IT TOOK FOR HER TO FIND OUT

It didnt take too long and we didnt live too far away

it was about kilometer or mile away.

WHEN YOU AND YOUR BROTHER WERE WANDERING AROUND FOR

TWO WEEKS HOW DID YOU EAT WHAT DID YOU EAT

Oh theyt 11 give -- any peasant that we came in they knew

us and theyll give us food. There was no question about

10 getting food. The only thing was that they wouldnt want

11 to keep us overnight. And when they advised us to go to

12 the reighbors barn sometimes well go into their own barn

13 and stay there without them knowing.

14 SO DID YOU TRAVEL -- YOU TRAVELED AT NIGHT

15 Walking.

16 YOU WERE WALKING. AND HOW OLD WERE YOU ANDYOUR BROTHER

17 AT THIS TIME WHEN FOR TWO WEEKS YOU WERE WANDERING AROUND

18 Well was 12 and he was 9.

19 DID YOU FEEL RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR YOUNGER BROTHER PARTICU

20 LARLY PARTICULARLY IRESPONSIBLE FOR HIM OR --

21 guess prbbably asan older brother.

22 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER DO YOU FEEL YOU GREW UP FAST

23 THROUGH ALL THAT EXPERIENCE

24 imagine. mean didnt have teenage years to speak

25 of until got to -- although shouldnt say that it was

26 only what.. like three years out of the total period but

27 those three years missed definitely. And the hardest

28 part was education.
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BY SECOND INTERVIEWER AND WHEN YOU WERE IN HIDING

DID YOU EVER -- DID YOU THINK ABOUT GOING TO SCHOOL

DID YOU WISH YOU WERE BACK IN THE CLASSROOM. DID YOU

EVER THINK ABOUT --

Oh yeah missed the schooling whatever had before

that but at the same time knew that as mentioned

frOm my own old class Im the only one that. survived.

found out about it later of course.

WHEN YOU DUG THE TUNNEL WHERE DID YOU PUT THE DIRT

io Okay. The dirt we took out and we put it on the floor

11 in where the barn was where she had this goat. So

12 we just spread it evenly on the floor. And this Is how

13 we spread it out.

14
WASNT THAT LOT OF DIRT

15 There was. And since it was about -- oh the place must

16 have been two times that long indicating and that wide

17 you could put quite substantial amount of dirt.

18 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER IT WAS SANDY YOU SAID RIGHT

19 SANDY SOIL

20 It was sandy soil yeah. And believe Im not sure --

21
that we might -- at night she might have carried out some

22 of it too.

23 BY SECOND INTERVIEWER SHE HAD TWO CHILDREN YOU MENTIONE

24 WHO WERE --

25 Two year young daughter and think seven or eight year

26 old boy.

27 WERE THE CHILDREN AWARE THAT SHE WAS HIDING YOU

28
The kids. yeah the children knew saw us and they knew us.
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NOW THEY STAYED WITH THEIR MOTHER. INAUDIBLE DID THEY --

DID YOU EVER HAVE CHANCE TO SAY GOODBYE TO THIS FAMILY

Oh after the war we were in the same town so we saw them

for another year. Yeah.

DID YOU EVER HAVE -- WHAT DID YOUR PARENTS THINK OF HER

AND WHAT DID YOU THINK OF HER BECAUSE ORIGINALLY SHE

DID TURN YOU OUT

Oh yeah. No question about it. And if would have

survived and this wouldnt have happened probably we would

10 have been pretty mad at the whole situation. But somehow

11 she did it. dont know why. Like for example another

12 incident to point QUt just you know you cant mention

13 everything. That Ukrainian policeman that caught us and

14 took us into town After the war was going back from

15 school and ran into him with his wife on the street.

16 And see youre looking into the psychological affects

17 was so shook up that couldnt even control myself.

18 started throwing stones and yelling at him. Arid then

19 went to my father and told him that he is back in town

20 and actually the Russians arrested him and they executed

21 him.

22 HOW LONG AFTER THAT THAT YOU SAW HIM WAS HE EXECUTED

23 DO YOU REMEMBER DO YOU KNOW

24 dont remember the date but probably month two three

25 months. Because they actually executed everybody who

26 cooperated with the Germans. And the Russians treated the

27 collaborators.pretty rough. As kid in school and at

28 that time was in fifth grade they had public execution
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of hanging and they would take the school all the kids

to watch it. In the middle of town.

THIS WAS IN 1942 SO IN 19

44 when we came back.

44. 50 YOU WERE 12 YEARS OLD AND THEY WOULD TAKE YOU ALL

TOTHE-

Thats right.

YOU AND YOUR BROTHER THE WHOLE SCHOOL.

The whole school. To watch.

10 WHEN YOU -- DO YOU REMEMBER THAT INCIDENT WHERE YOU WERE --

11 AM TRYING TO VISUALIZE HOW DID YOU OVERHEAR THE GERMANE

12 TALKING ABOUT --SICILY TP7AS IT YOU THOUGHT IT WAS

13 SICILY OR --

14 didnt know where but Im trying to go by the dates and

15 should look it up. They were reading paper newspapel-

16 and they discussed it in German and understood it at

17 the time.

18 YOU WERE WALKING AROUND OUTSIDE OF THE --

19 was lying -- they were outside that big door which had

20 some cracks. The tank was dug in towards the house to cove

21 the engine from bomb shrapnels. And they were sitting two

22 of them and talking and reading the paper. could see

23 them actually and hear what was going on.

24 DID YOU TELL YOUR PARENTS

25 Oh sure.

26 AND WHAT WAS -- DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR PARENTS REACTION

27 Well as said every time you heard something the hope

28 went up in logarithmic scale.
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WHEN YOU WENT BACK TO -- YOU WENT BACK TO THE SUBURB OF

WARSAW. GUESS DONT QUITE UNDERSTAND HOW -- YOU TALKED

ABOUT HOW YOU HAD DOUBLE LIFE. WHY WAS THAT EXACTLY

WHY DID YOU HAVE TO LIVE DOUBLE LIFE WAS ANTI-SEMITISM

STILL SUCH AN ISSUE THAT YOUR FAMILY FELT THEY HAD TO

PROTECT YOU FROM IT AND WERE YOU AFRAID WERE YOU VERY

AFRAID

Well one reason was as mentioned my father was in the

business of traveling buying wheat in the smaller villages

10 and bringing it to the -- and on the road there was the

11 Polish underground which was called kof sis.

12 Poland had two governments-in-exile before they were

13 liberated. One was in London the Andrus Army and

14 the other one was the communists. And those two were

15 fighting among themselves too. And the one the Andrus

16 were against the Russians and they also were against the

17 Jews. So because he needed those false papers on the

18 road also went to school under the false papers.

19 But in the evenings had some friends which used to

20 come to the Jewish Community Center. And there were quite

21 few because dont know if you remember you probably

22 do not remember but in literature. At that-- in 1946 or

23 there was pogrom in Keltz in Poland against the

24 Jews. This is after the war and after everything else.

25 CAN YOU DESCRIBE HOW BIG -- WHERE DID -- THE JEWISH COMMU

26 NITY CENTER IN WARSAW WHERE DID THEY MEET AND CAN YOU

27 DESCRIBE WHAT THAT

28 Okay. It was as said in Praga which is suburb of
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Warsaw because Warsaw itself was some people still

lived there. There were homes here and there. And there

was one building downtown of Praga which was the Jewish

Community Center. And we used to get together there

even remember taking dancing lessons there and other thingE

and having socials and so on.

HOW SOON AFTER THE WAR DO YOU KNOW HOW WOON AFTER THE

WAR THE JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER STARTED

It must have been started right away probably but got

10
to Warsaw in 46.

INAUDIBLE AND THERE WERE CLASSES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

12
There were some classes. Actually remember Zamenhof

13
who was the father of Esperanto one of his family

14
siblings was teaching Esperanto. remember taking that

15
class.

16 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER DONT TELL ME YOU SPEAK ESPERANTO

17
AS WELL

18
knew some at that time but --

19
YOU FORGOT.

20
BY SECOND INTERVIEWER. THE OTHER THING WAS YOU MENTIONED

21
HOW YOUR SISTERS IN PALESTINE -- YOUR MOTHER HAD SISTERS

22 My mothers sisters.

23
-- YOUR MOTHERS SISTERS IN PALESTINE.-- AND THAT SHE --

24
THEY MANAGED TO CONTACT YOU OR DID YOUR MOTHER WRITE THEM

25
AFTER THE WAR HOW DID YOU MAKE CONTACT IN THE MIDDLE OF

26
THE DESTRUCTION

27
know -- yeah. Through mail. It took some time but

28 through mail we got in contact. remember that because
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while we were still this one year in Russia. they even

sent us some clothes packagesand so on into Russia. So

there was mail probably. dont know how it went.

Probably through Iran and through the Soviet Union that

way.

NOW WHERE DID THEY LIVE AT THE TIME

One lived in Tel Aviv. She was married. And the other one

lived in village not far from Tel Aviv.

DID YOUR PARENTS DURING ALL THIS TIME THAT YOU WERE IN

10 HIDING AND AFRAID FOR YOUR LIFE DID YOU EVER HEAR THEM

11 TALKING ABOUT MAYBE WE SHOULD HAVE LEFT DID THEY EVER

12 TALK ABOUT THAT AT ALL

13 cant remember the details. Im sure at that time

14 not too many people did leave. The younger people did

15 and --

16 HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO LEARN HEBREW ONCE YOU CAME

17 INTO ISRAEL

18 Its interesting. What they did when got into Israel

19 went into the 11th grade which is very hard grade

20 especially in Israel because at the end of the 10th grade

21 they finish with all the English grammar for example and

22 they finished English and they just have two more years.

23 And the books that they used was Shakespeare and also

24 20th century literature. remember this. And think

25 what really kind of saved me was that after about

26 year in school they mobilized us into the army. And this

27 gave me another six months to do lot of studying on my

28 own and pick up the language. But when came to school --
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and our class wasnt too big it was think 16 students

they put me in class sitting next to young emigre my age

who came year ago from Iraq and knowing that he wouldnt

know any Yiddish or Polish or anything like that that

will have to learn the language.

WHEN DID YOU LEAVE ISRZEL

left in 52.

IN 52. AND DID YOU MARRY

married after that in 59.

10 AND DO YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN

11 My son sitting right behind you and daughter older

12 daughter.

13 WAS IT EASY OR HARD FOR YOU -- HOW DID YOU TELL THEM ABOUT

14 WHAT YOU WENT THROUGH

15 dont know if maybe he can answer the question bette

16 then I. didnt elaborate. Ive told them from time.to

17 time but theyd always complain never did.

18 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER SOUNDS VERY FAMILIAR.

19 Yes

20 LO YOU HAVE ANY MORE HAVE FEW QUESTIONS.

21 CAN YOU TELL ME LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR FATHERS OR

22 MOTHERS BACKGROUND THE FAMILY AS FAR BACK AS YOU CAN GO

23 Sure. My mother as mentioned was from the small town

24 Poh litzer which was about 20 miles or kilometers from

25 our town. And it was small town which had about maybe

26 5000 Jewish people.

27 My father my grandfather was very nice looking

28 man tall short beard very modern -- although he was
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orthodox but not fanatic. He dealt in wheat also on

larger scale and also inaudible transportation from

the villages to the bigger cities. My mother had store

of material-my grandmother mean. She had store of

material. They had very nice home for those standards.

For there it was nice big home. They even had help

in the house. It was woman that lived with them grew

up and helped them out all through those years.

On my fathers side his mother passed away before

10
knew her. And his father remarried and he lived actually

11
nextdoor to us.

12
SO THE FAMILY NEVER HAD TO GO THROUGH POGROMS FURTHER BACK

13
They had pogroms during World War I.

14
YES.

15
Yeah. But dont know.

16
YOU DONT KNOW THAT FAR BACK

17
Yeah.

18
IS YOUR WIFE SURVIVOR TOO

19
My wife yeah but she was in Russia during the war.

20
She was from Warsaw originally but when the in 39 they

21
ran away to Russia and she was in Russia during the war.

22
DOES SHE SPEAK AS MANY LANGUAGES AS YOU DO

23
She does little less than do because she is little

24
younger so she forgot it.

25
BY SECOND INTERVIEWER DO YOU THINK THAT IN YOUR RELATION

26
SHIP WITH HER DO YOU THINK THAT HAVING SHARED THAT EXPERI

27
ENCE THERES SOMETHING THAT YOU DONT HAVE TO EXPLAIN TO

28
HER ABOUT YOURSELF THAT THERES THINGS THAT YOU DONT HAVE
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TO EXPLAIN TO EACH OTHER ABOUT YOURSELVES ASOPPOSED TO

SOMEBODY WHO WASNT --

She definitely understands it better but her experience

was different than mine of course because she didnt

live through the German occupation.

But when she got back from Russia as child still

she found out all of her family had perished.

DID YOU MEET HER HERE IN THE STATES

Yeah. We met in college in Detroit.

10 OH IN COLLEGE UH-HUH. HAVE YOU BEEN BACK

11 To Eastern Europe

12 TO RUSSIA OR POLAND

13 No desire really because theres nothing left there forme.

14 RIGHT.

15 As matter of fact two years ago we toOk trip and we

16 went to Czechoslovakia and Hungary and was driving

17 car all through and it was very close to go into Poland

18 but had no desire.

19 BY SECOND INTERVIEWER IS THERE NO MONUMENT -- IS THERE

20 ANYTHING TO MARK WHERE THESE PITS WERE THAT THE PEOPLE OF

21 YOUR VILLAGE WERE FORCED TO --

22 Since its now the Soviet Union dont -- heard that

23 there was one stone but it did not mention Jews. It just

24 mentioned here were executed so many people.

25 THATS VERY TYPICAL OF THE POLES ISNT IT THAT THEY ERECT

26 MEMORIAL AND DONT MENTION THE JEWS.

27 But for example you go into those cities -- and you could

28 even see it in other cities all the cemeteries
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tombstones were taken and made into sidewalks or entrances

to the homes and things like this.

DO YOU KNOW HOW MANY -- SO OUT OF 70 PEOPLE WHO YOUBELIEVE

SURVIVED FROM YOUR VILLAGE HAVE YOU BEEN IN CONTACT WITH

ANY OF THEM OVER THE YEARS

am in contact with some which are my age. They live in

Israel. And one lives in Los Angeles. And actually sinc

you mentioned it when go to Israel -- and go quite

often -- do talk to them. But my mother-in-law moved to

10 Florida three or four years ago and when was down there

11 by chance came across somebody from my town because we

12 were invited to dinner and he was invited to dinner and

13 we started to talk and found out from him about three

14 friends whom knew from right after the war from ourtown.

15 And we got together. So when go down to Florida Ill see

16 them back again. They come there for the summer.

17 THESE WERE PEOPLE YOUR AGE.

18 My age or year older or younger.

19 DO YOU FND YOU TALK ABOUT THE PAST MORE ORDO YOU TALK

20 ABOUT TODAY OR --

21 As said we met for the first time we had dinner in

22 restaurant andwe reminisced. Yeah we reminisced lot.

23 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE

24 POLITICAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA TODAY

25 have hard time to believe that it is going to succeed

26 Im sorry to say. But then my experience with the Russians

27 was in different times. It was during Stalin. was kid

28 And in spite of the propoganda and everything else that
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Stalin was my father and teacher and brother and provider

and everything else knew different. And its amazing

to see what is happening. mean at that time not only

you were afraid to talk you were afraid to think about

things which were not approved by the government. And

although view the Russians as they saved me -- they

didnt come specifically to save me but this is what

happened but there were incidents of anti-Semitism even

then by Russians although it was against the law and

10 people could be punished for overt antiSemitic actions.

11 REALLY AT THAT TIME

12 Yeah.

13 BY SECOND INTERVIEWER WERE THEY PUNISHED

14 I. dont know if individuals intanc.es but --

15 YOU NEVER KNEW SPECIFICALLY

16 No. didnt.

17 -- OF PEOPLE BEING PUNISHED FOR IT BUT YOU KNEW IT WAS --

18 Yeah.

19 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER WHAT ABOUT POLAND

20 In what way

21 Q. IN PRESENT-DAY POLAND AND THE POSSIDILTTY OF BEING

22 DEMOCRACY OR STRtVING FOR IT.

23 Well Poland was democracy between World War and

24 World War II and think theyre capable of being

25 democratic country feel. and they probably will and

26 they probably will.

27 BY SECOND INTERVIEWER IT WAS ALWAYS MY UNDERSTANDING

28 ABOUT WORLD WAR II THAT THE UKRAINIANS--MANY OF THEM
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WELCOMED THE GERMANS BECAUSE THEY DIDNT LIKE BEING PART

OF THE SOVIET UNION -- THEY WANTED TO -- THAT1 ORIGINALLY

THAT MANY UKRAINIANS SAW THE GERMANS ASPEOPLE WHO WOULD

LIBERATE THEM FROM STALIN.

Its true. And the Ukrainians actually volunteered in

the army and they had an army by the name of

General Viasbv. And many many of them joined the

police and did all the work so many of the Ukrainians did.

And as matter of fact there was even some Jews which

10 welcomed the Russians -- the Germans because first of all

11 during World War the Germans took over the same tern-

12 tories and they treated the Jews very well. And those of

13 the Jewish people that were persecuted by the Russians

14 for social economic reasons were looking forward to get

15 some freedom because nobody knew whats going on and

16 nobody could really comprehend that something like this

17 could happen.

18 DID YOU HEAR RUMORS ABOUT WHAT WAS GOING ON IN THE EAST

19 MEAN IN THE WEST OR RUMORS ABOUT WHAT WAS GOING ON IN

20 THE WEST WHEN CAN YOU REMEMBER FIRST HEARING ABOUT THINGS

21 HAPPENING TO THE JEWISH PEOPLE BEING DEPORTED AND EVERYTHIIG

22 Not until when the Germans came into town. Its possible

23 that people knew some before but until 41 mean there

24 was Jewish persecution but there were no pogroms yet.

25 believe there were none in theGerman-occupied territories.

26 YOUR PARENTS STAYED IN ISRAEL

27 Yes.

28 ARE THEY STILL ALIVE
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No. They both passed away.

WERE THEY HAPPY IN ISRAEL

They were.

THEY FOUND GOOD LIFE THERE

Yeah. They managed. They worked very hard but they had

good life.

DID THEY CHANGE AS RESULT OF THIS DIDYOU SEE THEM

CHANGE IN TERMS OF THEIR APPROACH TO LIFE THEIR ATTITUDES

TOWARDS THEIR RELIGION OR ANYTHING DID THEY EVER TALK

10 TO YOU ABOUT HOW THAT EXPERIENCE AFFECTED THEM

11 With regards to the religion dontt think that they

12 changed. And you might know that in Israel large percent

13 age of the people are Jewish but secular and they fell

14 into that group.

15 Outlook towards life imagine it changed but

16 again coming into Israel with nothing they were so busy

17 with the daily routines quite often.

18 DID THEY EVER TALK TO YOU ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN IF

19 THERE HADNT BEEN WAR IF THERE HADNT BEEN THE PERSE

20 CUTION DID THEY EVER DISCUSS THAT WITH YOU

21 Yeah. Because they worked very hard in that store and it

22 really starte to take off very well and Im sure theywould

23 have done very well if things would have gone in normal

24 procedure. And of course their goal was or the kids to

25 go to school. And this is why they pushed us that way.

26 YOUR BROTHER CAME TOO

27 Yeah. He lives in Detroit.

28 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER HES ENGINEER TOO YOU TOLD ME.
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Yeah.

COMING BACK TO THE UKRAINIANS IVE HEARD SO MANY TIMES

THAT IN THE CAMPS THE UKRAINIANS WERE ALWAYS FEARED MOST.

ALSO JEWS. THEY BECAME CAPOS AND -- THAT THEY WERE THE

MOST BRUTAL OF ALL OF THEM.

Okay. dont know about the capos in the camps but in

the Judenra.t in the Jewish community they also had Jewish

what you would call capos although we didnt call them

that. And they had the job of -- doing whatever the

10 Germans told them. Not to do the killing but to submit

11 people -- like my father going down to the train to go to

12
Kiev and so on. And some of them were more rough than

13 others you know sometimes even you get the power

14
which is not power but perceived to be power some people

15
would view as like for example in our town there

16 was the leader of the third ghetto. He was man by the

17 name of Koo dish and at times he behaved like

18
small king.

19
POWER DOES STRANGE THINGS TO PEOPLE. BUT ALWAYS HEARD

20
THAT EVERYBODY FEARED THE UKRAINIANS.

21
The Ukrainians were -- the inaudible th.at policeman

22
that picked us up. Even though he knew us since we grew

23 up and his parents told him What are you doing You

24 know who those kids are. Theyre our kids almost. Just

25 one example. And the Poles also -- like the fact that

26 they beat us up and chased us over the field. There was

27 no reason for it or no need whatsoever

28 WHAT DO YOU THINK MADE THEM LIKE THAT
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cant answer what made them like that.

BY SECOND INTERVIEWER HOW DID YOU FEEL AS NINE YEAR

OLD CHILD BEING CHASED LIKE THAT

Oh very bad.

DID YOU FEEL BAD OR DID YOU FEEL ANGRY OR --

felt angry and hurt and still remember it.

BY FIRST INTERVIEWER ITS HARD TO BELIEVE.

BY SECOND INTERVIEWER THE NAME OF THE AREA WHERE YOUR

VILLAGE WAS TAKEN TO--THIS AREA IT WAS TAKEN TO WHEN THEY

10 WERE FORCED TO DIG THESE PITS. WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THAT

Its called P-i-et-y-d--e-n guess. Pietyden. Pc ti dæ

12
You asked about knowing. Even when they were digging

13 those ditches those big pits some people had an inkling

14
it might be but some still believed that it is going to

15 be an airfield. To the last minute.

16 AND THERE WAS NINE YEAR OLD GIRL YOU KNOW OF WHO SURVIVED.

17 Yeah. She is in Israel today.

18 AND FAMILY DID TAKE HER IN FOR THE DURATION OF THE WAR

What happened think is some Ukrainians came to cover the

20 pit at night and they saw her alive. And she crawled out

21
or they pulled her out and they kept her.

22 CANT THINK OF ANY OTHER QUESTIONS MYSELF.

23 BY FIRST INTERVIEWER WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT -- ALL

24 THIS EXPERIENCE YOUVE HAD AS CHILD HAS IT MADE YOU

25 BETTER PERSON IF YOU LOOKED AT LIFE

26 Did you ay better or bitter

27 BETTER. BETTER. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU HAVE LEARNED

28 CERTAIN LESSON WHICH HAD YOU LIVED NORMAL EVERYDAY
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EXISTENCE WITHOUT ANY FEAR WITHOUT ANY HASSLE --

think Im probably more sensitive to the plights and the

issues that other groups of people have than would have

been without it.

RIGHT.

really do feel so.

ANY MESSAGE YOU WANT TO LEAVE

think the message probably should be -- and want to

recommend you for doing this --- just to add to have the

10 word spread out so maybe it will never happen again.

11 And you know we know it can happen. We saw recently in

12 Russia with the Armenians on smaller scale. It can get

13 out of hand. And you hear right now for example with

14 the freedom in Russia you have the Pam yat this new

15 organization which is again starting to build on anti-

16 Semitism. And the amazing thing to me is is that you

17 really dont need Jews to be anti-Semetic. You take in

18 Poland they have only about 5000 left in all Poland

19 and just recently saw somewhere in Dansk they had

20 demonstration saying theres too many Jews in the present

21 government.

22 DO YOU THINK THAT COULD BE AN INHERITED HATRED THAT THEY

23 GREW UP WITH IT HEARING THEIR PARENTS TALK ABOUT THE

24 JEWS HATING THE JEWS THEY MAY HAVE NEVER SEEN

25 JEW NOW IN PRESENT-DAY POLAND.

26 would imagine there is lot of this because how else

27 How else

28 BECAUSE MEAN HOW CAN YOU BE SO ANTI-SEMITIC IF YOUVE
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NEVER MET JEW. SO YOU CANT REALLY JUDGE. IN MY OPINION

IT MUST BE THEY GREW UP THAT WAY HAVING HEARD IT FROM

SOMEBODY.

BY SECOND INTERVIEWER WHAT DID YOU TELL YOUR OWN CHILDREN

ABOUT ANTI-SEMITISM

Well as mentioned pointed out to them the importance

of what went on and the feelings and so on but dont

think they really can understand it.

WHAT MAKES YOU THINK THAT THEY CANT UNDERSTAND

10 Because they grew up here in society which is mixed

11 society. They went through schooL My daughter would

12 tell me dont see any difference between me and him or

13 her and so its hard for them to understand it.

14 BUT WHEN THEY READ STORIES LIKE WE WERE JUST TALKING ABOUT

15 BEFORE THE PAINTER WHO PAINTED THE HOLOCAUST SERIES OF

16 HOLOCAUST PAINTINGS SOMEBODY BURNEDHIS PAINTINGS. HOW

17 WOULD -- IF THEY KNEW ABOUT THAT HOW WOULD THEY FEEL

18 think they feel this was different generation in

19 different place.

20 NOW. BUT THAT HAPPENED NOW. MEAN WHAT IM TALKING ABOUT

21 HAPPENED TWO WEEKS AGO THAT SOMEBODY WENT INTO STUDIO

22 OF PAINTER WHO WAS QUITE WELL KNOWN AND BURNED EVERY ONE

23 OF HIS HOLOCAUST PAINTINGS. HE HAD SERIES OF TWENTY.

24 didnt hear about it.

25 YEAH. MEAN SUPPOSING YOUR CHILDREN WOULD HEAR THAT

26 HOW WOULD THEY REACT TO THAT

27 really dont know but you know somebody asked once

28 what is who is Jew. famous question And my answer
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to this is Jew is person that if hell read paper

and hell come across some Jewish name hell read it twice

he is Jew. On certain incident.

THATS VERY GOOD. DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE QUESTIONS THINK

WE HAVE REALLY ASKED AND ASKED AND ASKED AND HOPE YOU

DIDNTMINDUS ASKING ALL THESE QUESTIONS.

Not at all.

AND CERTAINLY ENJOYED TALKING TO YOU. ITS PRIVILGE

FOR ME. THANK YOU VERY MUCH JACOB.

10 Thank you. And thank you for doing this work.
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INTERVIEW WITH JACOB HARARI PLEASE CORRECT SPELLINGS AT

Video

Pg/line

1/13 0098 via jee mee ish Polish name of hometown

1/14 yb dee mar Russian name of hometown

Is this Wlodzimier

1/15 lud meer think this is spelled Ludmir

2/3
and sometimes spelled it so. It

25/3 appears at all the spots listed.

10/22

2/11 0221 tar but Hebrew school

2/13

3/23 oops pee ket nee keez slang term for Poles

7/13 bee ezh na niz german Jewish immigrant ussi

10 12/6 1508 yood en rak Jewish committee decreed by Grman

63/7 5269 Judenrat Sorry for the inconsistency but

11 think this is how this is spelled
and think it may appear another time

12 not noted here.

13 17/13 2100 Saf ko Ukrainian policeman who caught Jacth

14 19/1 2252 Ra fee Mr. HarariS brother

15 32/4 3384 ThrebiescheV town 44-45 found on map

16 32/15 3421 Berger familys original name

32/16
17 32/18 3425 Bee ar nad ski name family assumed

32/20
18 33/5

33/26
19

20
34/12 3563 Hi as Jewish organization helping refugees

39/10 3924 Pietyden where townspeople were shot

21 64/11 Mr. Harari spells this name at 64/fl

pronounced Pi tee din
22

23
39/15 3933 Ba bee yar place others were shot

24
53/11 4747 kof sis Polish underground

53/13 4752 Andrus Army Polish govt.-in-exile
25 53/15

26 53/23 4773 Keltz Polish town later pogromKie1ce

27 56/24 4933 Poh litz er Mothers hometown

28 63/17 Koo dish name of man

65/14 Pam yat new Russian party

65/19 Dansk town of polish demonstration Gdansk

64/11 pietyden as above at 39/10 spelled on tape


